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3D Tender - Ultimate 340 Hypalon £ 3,495

Description

2023 3D Tender 340 Ultimate with Hypalon tubes, complete with a Honda BF6hp 4-stroke outboard engine. Our
client purchased this RIB as a tender for their yacht, but unfortunately the boat was not long enough to
accommodate the yacht's davits, so it's now being offered for sale in near new condition. This particular example
has the upgraded Hypalon tubes, over the standard PVC tubes, proviuding much more longevity and protection
from UV. Trolley not included. Manufacturer Description The 340 model is equipped with an aluminum double
floor, a double storage locker at the front and a 21-liter fuel tank. The double floor of the dinghy allows water to
drain from the bottom of the hull. Its flat deck is covered with a non-slip EVA foam. The Ultimate is built with an
aluminum hull, guaranteeing the longevity of your boat. The high strength marine grade aluminum is powder
coated and heated to a high temperature to ensure a smooth, durable and environmentally friendly finish. Its bow
protection and ultra-wide chafe strip give you peace of mind when docking. The pronounced V-shape of its hull
provides exceptional stability and passage through the waves. The Ultimate is equipped with 4 lifting rings for use
on davits and a towing ring integrated into the hull. This semi-rigid aluminum dinghy is available in heat-welded
Valmex® PVC from the German company Melher or in hypalon. For added durability, you can order your
Ultimate with the optional Sunbrella protective cover over your boards. This custom cover is made directly with
your dinghy in our production facility.

Sales status: available  Manufacturer: 3D Tender

Model: Ultimate 340 Hypalon  Year built: 2023

Length (m): 3.4  First launch: 2023

No. of previous owners: 1  Condition: as new

Sale Type: Used  Sale: On behalf of customer

Propulsion: Outboard  Steering: Tiller steering

Engine manufacturer: Honda  Power: 6

Motor: 4  Fuel: Petrol

Material hull: Aluminium  Price Options: new price
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